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In collaboration with the Director of the Royal Library,
the Office of the Chaneellor of the Swedish Universities
appointed a committee on the use of automation in Swedish
research libraries which in June 1969 submitted a report
entitled Biblioteksarbete och automatisk databehandlina.
A summary of the report is presented here.

It should be mentioned that the work of the committee is
being continued by the Swedish Administration Development
Agency, the object being to integrate different library
routines with the aid of advanced automation technology
based on on line-systems and direct-access memories. The
result will be published as it becomes available.



Terms :1 ence _vi ies of the Coru: _ttee

The Committee was convened on 8 July 1964 by the Office of the Chan-cellor of the Swedish Universities to study questions concerned withthe use of mechanical aids in scientific library services. In October1965 it assumed the name "Committee on ADP in Research Libraries".

After experiments with an ADP-generated
trial,series, AKN-B, whichlisted new accessions to six major Swedish research libraries, regularlists of ner books (AKN-Hum and AKN-Nat) together with an index serieshave been published since September 1967, and the system has been de-veloped for production of the Accession Catalogue (AK) by ADP through-out. The American and British MARC projects have been closely studiedin this connection. These practical innovations and the possibilitiesof future integration of library routines by ADP are the principal

subjects of the present report. The Committee has not dealt in detailwith mechanised documentation end IR work (in a restricted sense), butis of the opinion that it will be necessary to solve the technicalproblems of systematic co-ordination between these fields and
ordinary bibliographical work.

Brief review of ADP in libraries in recent yearsj. especially outside
Sweden

The period since 1965 has been characterised by rapid and intensified
development of ADP in the international world of research libraries.This has been made possible by technical imprevements in both equip-ment and methods in the form nf

emputers, large:: direct-accessmemories, on-line scanning methods with the help of advanced terminalequipment, etcand by the growth of understanding and interest thatthe experiments and in-depth organisational analysis of library workin the pioneering years have brought about.
The USA still occupies a leading position with regard to developmensin this field. Central library bodies such as the Council on LibraryResources generously support both local and central projects. Compre-hensive planning characterises such projects as those being carried enat the University of California end the Washington University Medics:,School as well as the advanced experiments in .on-line methods beingconducted at the University of Chicago Library. Most interesting ofall in this field is the work being done at the library of CoLgress,which is discussed at the conclulton of this summary.
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ADP procedures were introduced at an early stage in library work in
West Germany, where above all the projects at the new University
Library in Bochum, initiated in 1963, several years before the library
actually opened, aimed at total integration of services and led by
the Head Librarian Mr. G. Pflug, aroused international interest and
admiration.

Experience from the Bochum projects has been utilised in connection
with the irtroduction of ADP methods, especially for cataloguing work,
in several newly established university libraries in West Germany, and
is also being successfully applied to the production of the West Ger-
man national bibliography, the Deutsche Bibliographie, by the Deutsche
Bibliothek in Frankfurt-am-Main. Initiative and financial support from
an ad hoc eubcommittee of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft letve
been of great importance to the adoption of ADP in West German libra-
ries, and for some years there has been a project to set up a special
institute for ADP associated with the library services but independent
of routine library work and with a staff of its own.

In -zece-,It years ADP methods have been introduced into library work in
other lands besides the two pioneer countries in the field, viz. the
United States of America and the Federal Republic of Germany. A promi-
nent place is now occupied by the United Kingdom, where in addition
to a number of local projects the planning by the British Museulu and
the British National Bil"iogr tl p_l,ary focus of ^mterest.
eee r this planning is automation of the BNB. Other countries
too can point to local or national projects of varying scope, for ex- .

ample South Africa and the Scandinaviar countries.

International work on the application .e ,LDP to library routines pre-
sente a fragmented picture of divergen F"'Alts, levels of ambition and
methods. Experience has shown that mdil3 peojects aiming at total inte-
gration of the various proced'ares in a li)rary have eften failed due
J.o the complicated nature of _ibrary wce: and the difficulty of trans-
pesing cider working methods -uo a new re_nanised system, whereas ADP
methods have been successfully applied more limited objectives,
although the difficulty of co-erdinatiree different automated routines
has been appreciable. The solution to e,eis dilemma must be to tackle
clearly defined central areas of work, always with integration as the
ul7imate goal, and gradually expand in) other areas, though it must
be recoanised from the outset thatssuccssive modifications will be
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necessary. To achieve these results there is an obvious need for
thoruughgoing organisational and system analyses of library duties,
both on a higher level, where the picture as a whole and the ultimate
aims are studied and assessed, and on lower levels where individual
routines and methods are defined and tes,sd. The special nature of
library work, with its multitude of systematised working rules and
repetitive operations performed on large volumes of data give it a
unique organisational structure unparallelled in other fields. The
need for an analysis of this wotk on business management lines and
for introduction of ADP methods into library services is clearly re-
cognised all over the world; the fact that the special and complica-
ted nature of library services calls for specially adapted mechanised
systems and techniques as well as specially trained personnel has be-
come clearly apparent in the course of the experiments undertaken in
past years. Lack of appreciation of these circumstances.must bear the
blame for many unsuccessful attempts to apply ADP to library work.

The compilation of catalogues and the associated field of bibliography
have emerged more and more clearly as the central rortine which ought
to be the prime candidate for adaptation to ADP methods in library
work. The fandamentals of cataloguing are also basic to most othsr
library routines such as acquisition, review ), sdicals, bo:
ing, etc. and thus constitute a foundation for utuI integration in
local libr; ries as well as for national and international collabora-
tion in the fields of cataloguing and bibliography. This latter field
has its focal point in the library of Congress, whose leading posi-
tion in librarianship and bibliography has become more and more firm-
ly established.

The two projects at the Library of Congress that have attracted most
attention in this respect are the Shared Cataloging Program and the
Machine Readable Catalog (MARC). The former project aims at the com-
pilation of a central catalogue of all foreign literature relevant to
American research and education, and may thus be regarded as a biblio-
graphical project of world-wide scope The MARC project, started in
1966, was designed to test the possibility of central compiltion
machine-readable cataloguing data and of using such data in individual
libraries. The success of the experiment resUlted in the project, In
a revised form (MARC II), being made permanent, and since '969 it
has been possible to subscribetto magnetic tapes produced by the pro-
ject, although for the time being these only contain catalogue in-
formation on English-language kooks. Work is now in progress with the
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object of extending the system to handle bibliographical descriptions
of periodicals, serials, maps and musical scores in all languages.
The system has been emulated in the United Kingdom, where the BNB has
started a DK MARC project to automate the National Bibliography and
provide a MARC tape distribution service to British libraries. This
project is receiving generous support from the national Office of
Scientific and Technical Information (OSTI).

The American and British MARC projects thus open the way to a global
intercommunication and interchange of machine-readable catalogue com-
pilations from the bibliographical centre of each country to corre-
sponding centres in other countries and thence to a large number of
national users; this will avoid time-consuming duplication and make
a global bibliographical system feasible. Great interest in these pro-
jects has also been evident in West Germany, tne Scandinavian
countries and elsewhere. Such a development will however be conditional
upon universal acceptance of the data heads used in the MARC projects
and the introduction of uniform or at least compatible cataloguing
rules and classification systems. Another important requirement is an
international system of identification codes, e.g. standard book
numbers on the British model and CODEN for periodicals.

A summary of international experience concerning some of the factore
of importance to the successful adaptation of ADP techniques to
library work can be given briefly as follows:

1. The special and complicated nature of library work must be clear-
ly recognised, and systematic analyses must be made to virxtawkir*Bat

define both long-term goals and individual routines.

2. Computer systems and ADP methods adapted to the special nature of
the work must be developed.

3. Personnel must be trained at all levels for system analysis,
system development and the proga:amming and operation of ADP
systems for library work. The persons concerned may be drawn from
either the library or ADP fields, but will need supplementary
trainina in the other field.

Planning and system design must be extremely thorough, and plenty
of time must be allowed in the schedules for completion of pro-
jects.

5. Work at the experimental and design stages often proves to be
very expensive, but the costs involved are a very soand investment

7
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in the long run. The work of development cannot normally be
financed by individual libraries or bibliographical centres,
but has to be subsidised by national or private institutions
and foundations, e.g. the Council on Library Resources, the
OSTI and the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft already referred to.

Present method of compiling the Swedish Accession Catalogue

In order to spread information.concerning newly acquired literature,
most of the major scientific libraries in Sweden such as the uni-
versity libraries and the Royal Library publish their own stencilled
or printed accession lists in which the literature is systematically
arranged in order of subjects. In addition, a joint Accession Cata-
logue (AK) of foreign literature acquired by Swedish research libra-
ries has been published since 1887; the 1964 volume listed accessions
to some 150 libraries. The annual volumes for 1886 to 1955 (dates re-
fer to year of acquisition), comprising books, congrebss publications

eand periodicals, were systematically compiled in alphqtical ten-yearly
registers. Beginning with the 1956 volume there have been two series,
the AKB comprising books and congress publications and the AKP com-
prising periodicals, both with purely alphabetical listing and thus
serving primarily to trace the location of the literature listed.

The Accession Catalogue is compiled by the AK editorial office of the
Royal Library from reports of'new accessions received in the form of
catalogue cards from subscribing libraries. There is a considerable
time-lag before newly reported material appears in these catalogues,
partly due to staff shortage but also due to the existing system of
compilation. Thus a book printed, acquired and reported in 1966 would
be listed in the 1966-67 volume, which began to be compiled in 1968
and will not be published until 1970 at the earliest. This procedure
inevitably involves a delay of over three years, even if adequate
staff were available for the work.

The conventional compilation methods involve a large number of time-
-consuming steps in the form of sorting, looking up references in
earlier volumes of the AK, bibliographical checks, editina, proof-
reading with and without manuscript, and amendment checks. The annual
AKB catalogues go through three proofs, two galleys and one ,oage
proof. The five-yearly volumes are prepared by cutting and pasting
entries from the annual catalogue on catalogue slips and go through
one galley proof and one pagegroof. Proofreading represents an
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especially heavy burden of work in the production of the 'atter
volumes.

The 1964 volume of the AKB contains 776 pages and over five million
characters, listing 36,000 titles and 50,000 references based on
70,000 notifications. The annual increase in the number of notifica-
tions is estimated at about 10 ,A - the AKP for 1956-63 comprises
30,000 titles based on 90,000 notifications.

The AKN-B experiment 0266-671
"mt

In the light of previous studies and interest expressed by the parties
concerned, the Committee concentrated its practical efforts ik the
field of rationalisation by ADP to the publication of the. Accession
Catalogue using a joint list of newly accessioned books to six

major Swedish libraries (the university libraries, the Royal Library
and- the Karolinska Institute Library) as the experimental guinea-pig.
The object was to experiment itith a flexible body of data and ite
utilisation 'in a system for rapid production of list catalogues for
various purposes, primarily a systematic (subject-grouped) presenta-
tion of the material. The system and programmes had been completed
by the autumn of 1966, and a six-part.experimental series entitled
AKN-B was published between December 1966 and Aarch 1967. The'series
included two parts containing material listed'for different cate-
gories of research workers and a cumulative 3-months' catalogue,
all systematically arranged.

The flexibility of the body of data is achieved by an extensive
divif-Aion into subheads, with for example three sorting eYs and
coding of relevant bibliographical information such as name of..
author, title, year and place of publication, designations of parts,
and abbreviations. The heads are divided into seven types according
to the nature of the catalogued books: one-part works or limited
serieS catalogued by author or title, and division of continuing
series into various levels (supertitles anA. subtitles) and parts.

The system is designed to let the compuber handle as much as possible
of the editing. Thus for example the body of data is edited after it
has been read in, and two of the sorting keys are normally positioned
by the computer. The output is edited prior to printout, and the
c4alogue pages are set up in two columns. Pagination, subect head-
ings, etc. are generated automatically. The input is punched on tape
according to fixed editing ruled, and after the proofreading and
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correcting routines the input and correction tapes are fed to the
computer. After mechanical editing and alphabetical sorting, the
computer produces a second proof, which is read and corrected, andafter a mechanical correction routine the entries are sorted by sub-ject groups, the,catalogue pages are edited and the AKN-B masters

.are printed out by the computer linewriter in list form on A4(40.7. Y29.3 cm) sheets. Other lists such as errata. and statistical lists arealso obtained as the work proceeds. Thanks to the alphabetically
sorted indices of the various parts, it is possible to produce cumu-lative catalogues.

The 44 masters are then photographically reduced to 75 ;: of their
original 'format, offset plates are made, and the catalogues are
lorinted. As the system is only capable of upper-case printout, this
undifferentiated typography is reproduced in the catalogues. The
experimental catalogues comprised more than 6,400 titles based onnearly 7,000 notifications.

The experiment was well received by librarians and research workers.The systematic listing was specially welcomed in research circles,although a desire was expressed for further subdivision of the 22
subject groups that had been used. Librarians would have liked sup-
plementary alphabetical indices to assist in locating the literature
lis'ped. Adverse criticism was concerned mainly with the simplified
typography and the lack of localisation references. All the partici-pating libraries recommended that production of such catalogues be
continued, but before this could be done the CoMmittee had to taketime to consider proposed changes, carry out modifications to thesystem and programmes, and study the financial aspects of the project.

The regular AKN series i1262 -

After the experience of and views expressed on the experimental AKN-Bseries had been studyed and the system and programmes modified inthe light of the results abtained, publication of two regular A1T.N
series commenced in the autumn of 1967. These took the form of
systematically arranged booklets. The first, designated AXII-Hum,
listed books on liberal arts and social science subjects, while the
second, AKL-Nat, covered natural sciences, technology and medicine.
The number of participating (notifying) libraries remained unchangedat six through 1967 and 1968 and rose to seven in969. Publication

30
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since 1968 has comprised eight issues a year in each systematic
series, each issue listing accessions over a period of approx.
months. These two series are supplemented by a joint alphabetical
index series designated AKN-Hum/Nat. Index, published with the same
frequency. No. 4 of each volume of the Index is a cumulative half-
-year index, and No. 8 is a full alphabetical list of all titles
for.the year.No cumulative issues of the systematic lists are pub-
lished. The number of subject groups haabeen eXpanded to about 150
with headings arranged according to the SAB system, ana there is
scope for further additions and amendments.

The modifications to the system and data mainly had to do with the
possibility of producing alphabetical indices. Cross-references from'
the alphabetical index entries to entries in the systematic catalogues
required that the latter be furnished with reference numbers. Further,it was necessary to be able to distinguish between different items in
the same entry, e.g. authors' names in different forms or, in the case
of biographical literature, between the author and the subject Derson.
Three new types of subentry were introduced: one for the reference
code and two reserved for congress publications, which often have
long titles requiring extra space in the index. Other improvements
were made with a view to achieving greater reliability of processing
and greater flexibility for identification, classification and simi-
lar purposes. The computer automatically generates reference numbers
prior to printout of the systematic master lists, after which the
entries in the systematic catalogues are sorted into alphabetical
order. After a mechanical editing phase, the lists for the joint ARNindex are printed out, each entry normally occupying one line of
type. As in the systematic catalogues, the lines of the index are
set up in two columns per page. Cumulative indices are produced by
bulk sorting of the periodical alphabetical indices. The copy area
and content of the master prints havebeen expanded by increasing thenumber of characters per line from 35 to 45 and the number of lines
per column from 62 to 86. This gives about 60 ;I, more copy per page
than in the experimental AKN-B series; as the format of the printed
catalogues has remained unchanged, it has been necessary to reduce
the master prints to 60 for offset printing.

The four regular monthly catalogues that appeared in 1967 contained
some 10T0Q0 different references. About 13,000 different references
based on nearly 15,000 notifications appeared during the first half11
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of 1968; this was some 3,000 notifications below the prima-ay target

of 3,000 per month,

From the beginning of 19a8 the ataff and eciaipuent resources pro-

vided for this work have coruprice one full-time and two half-tilde

punch operators, two full-time editorial and proofreading assistants

and.one half-time assistant, and two Friden 2302/I Jilea,vowriter

punched-tape typewriters. The Committee's systems expert is in

charge of the work, and cataloauing experts from t'ae 1Loa,ral Librar,/

are available for consultation in case of doub (e.g. with regard

to classification). When the contents of n catalogue issue (Huill+Eat

+Index) have been taped, it takes 10 - 15 days for computer proces-

sing and proofreading and a further 10 days or so for printing and

binding. The catalogues are printed in 1,700 (Nat) to 2,000 (Index)

copies; 1,000 - 1,300 of these are taken by the six libraries who

contribute to tbe AKii, and 250 - 400 are sold to other libraries

and institutions through the Library Service. The worl,_ of develori-

ment has been financed by grants from the Office of the Chancellor

of the Swedish Universities and the National Office for Administra-

tive Rationalisation and Economy, while production of the AKN cata-

logues is paid for by contributions from the subscribing libraries,

revenue from sales, and assistance from the Royal Library in the

form of personnel and thExADE a grant from the AK publication vote.

Computer time, printing and distribution costs for the 1968 volume

are estimated at about Skr. 160,000. With the coming of the regular

AKN series, the participating libraries discontinued their own lists

of new accessions, and the funds thus released were contributed in-

stead to the AK's; budget.

A completely new processing s,fstern is expected to result in a

radically revised form of AKN from 1971 onwards. Both the scope and

the typography will be changed to permit total integration between

the new accession lists and the AKB. The present AKN series are

thus to be regarded not simply as a computerised and improved sub-

stitute for the accession lists of the participating libraries, but

first and foremost as an experimental step on the road to a com-

plete, systematic and more speedily produced Accession Catalogue.

12
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Pro.dects for al -computerined production of the Accession CPtalogue

The adoption of ADP in Swedish library catalogue work can be divided
into two phases. The object of the first phase is to set up data
banks of foreign research literature held and acquired by Swedish
research libraries and to use these banks for rapid and economical
production of all the various Accession Catalogue series (AKB, AKP,
AKN), other existing joint catalogues (e.g. List Tech., -List Bio-
Med., etc.), and other products for which the need may arise, such
as an improved SDI. The second phase will involve broadening the
scope to special catalogues ceevering the collected works held by the
research libraries. The systems adopted are to based on the p_-e-
sent state C. the art subject t the further del.elopments that tIle
future wie ee-tainly bring.

A high stan.a-d of typography iE essential to the proper presentation
of bibliogre: cal references ir all computer-pr,duced AK publica-
tions (the AK1T and the planned lin and Ala). Acc.aracy of identificatiox
and high-speed readability both call for a richly differentiated stockof type with regard to both size and face. Only magnetic-tape-control-led photosetting can satisfy all these requirements with regard to
computerised printing, and the system designs for the definitive AK
products are therefore being built up primarily around this method.

The number of different characters (not counting different sizes and
faces of type) required to reproduce titles in all languages trans-
cribed in the Roman alphabet runs to about 150, including 18 dia-
critics and numerous special letters. If catalogue cards, special
lists and proofs are to be set up by linotype, which will presumablybe cheaper than by photosetter, the linotype keyboard will have to
be modified to accommodate more than the present maximum of 120
characters. A 140-character keyboard has been designed by IBM in
Collaboration with the Library of Congress, and the feasibility ofusing such a keyboard is now also being studied by the ADP Committee.
A larger stock of characters and the occurrence of diacritical signsmake typing much slower and consequently more expensive. For this
reason the printout programme should also be designed for simplerforms of printout, e.g. without diacritics or even in upper-case
lettering only, for production of simple ordering lists of various
kinds. 13
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To permit the advanced capability envisaged here, the keyboard and
stock of characters of the punched-tape typewriters must be so de-
signed that readable punch Proofs can be obtained. An approach to
this problem has been presented by the Committee's systems expert.

The date setup has been modelled on that need in the Library of Con-
gress MARC II project, and is fully compatible with the latter. It
is characterised by the highest possible degree of comprehensiveness
an0 flexibility, ancommodating 1,000 subheads and 10,000 positions.The subheads can 17 -rn be subdivided into fields, and a system of
field designations o_ r-cious kinds (numerical codes, separator
signs) provides a coarlet ch k oL the bib:_iographical and operator
elements contained in en:2y and the order _n which they appear.

Sorting and cross refe 'c n be derived rron title data at dif-
ferent levels (main tti , pa allel titles, su.:titles, etc.), naues
of institutions, publjr,hE I.__-D,ces of publication, languages, hiscr7
(changed titles , etc., ubje:t characteristics, and so on. Per-
manently assigned refer-__ e n11 ruers and abbreviation codes permit
accurate identification for pr-cessing of requisitlans, loans, etc.

The system for ADP production of the AKB. aims at setting up a data
bank of foreign literature in the form of books, congress publica-
tions and concluded series held by the research libraries of Sweden.
The data bank ie to be built up from the situation as of now; acces-
sions previously listed in the Accession.Catalogue will be retro-
actively included only sparingly and in special cases. In conjunc-
tion with the compilation of the data bank, new accession lists will
be published which will correspond to the present AKW-Num, iat
and AKB-lium/Nat Index series but will list new accessions to all the
200-odd libraties covered by the Accession Catalogue. This expansion
will mean that notifications will increase by at least 150 % aver
the existing rate. A highly restrictive policy is being pursued with
regard to books more than,say, five years old and to duplicate noti-
fications. The entire body of literature will be listed only in
5-yearly AKB catalogues which will contain full particulars of where
the literature is to be found. Botli new accession lists and the ANB
are expected to be printed in the improved typography already re-
ferred to. The new AKK re7ies will not appear until the spring of
1971 at the earliest, 7tnc the first ADP-produced volume of the AKB
will possibly cover the 1971--5 period. The data bank will also be
abletosupplymanytyKesofcatalbagues and special bibliographical
lists to order.
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So far, the system design is only at the draft stage. A great deal
of attention is-being paid here to the choice of method of back-
-checking, i.e. checking to determine whether or not motified titles
are already on file in the data bank. As about half the notifications

received in any year are duplicates, these must be sorted out to

avoid doubling the amount of punching,.proofreading and conga-ter

processing necessary.- If a notified title has previously been fed
into the data bank, all that act- ..Ly needs to be done is to punch

the address and designation of theaibrary and add this information
to the bank. The three principal Rthods available are manual back-

-checking in a constantly updated c. rd file, mechanical back-checking

with short back-checking entries o. a magnetic tape which is com-
pared with the data bank (if the latter is arranged in sequence),

and direct on-line back-checking and updating (if the data bank is
stored in a direct-access memory. The economic pros and cons of the
first two methods as compared to each other can be determined only
by careful experimentation. The third method calls for more sovhisti-
cated:techniques and will be the obvious choice in a few years'time.
Both the mechanical methods will be radically simplified by the in-
troduction of Standard Book Numbers on the-British model as unam-
biguous addresses for book titles and by the fac that notifications,
at least from the larger libraries, will be made out direct in
machine-readable form.

The proposed system for ADP production of a Swedish Periodical Re-
gister aims at creating a data bank of foreign periodicals stocked
by Swedish research libraries, both titles and issues. This bank is
to be compiled on the basis of fresh notifications of changes in the
stocks held by libraries listed in the Accession Catalogue (new or
discontinued subscriptions, changes in titles); all this information
will be published in a series of regular bulletins designated AKN-
-Per. Retroactive transfers of older information will be published
at irregular intervals in lists covering longer periods; these lists
will be designated AKP. The latter work will be done in collabora-
tion between the AK Editorial Office, which will produce working
lists of previously notified periodicals with the help of the com-
puter, and the AK libraries, which will complete the working lists
with particulars of issues in stock, etc. The collected data bank
till be able to supply all types of catalogue information with
titles and particulars of issues in stock in more or less complete

15



form, systematically and alphabetically sorted, com-risin any -r
few subject groups, and covering shorter or Longer ,,eriodF Bot,
series are expected to be set by advanced typographic tool .queL

Manual editing of notifications must be preceded by heokiL.; an
sorting routines to distingui-6li actual new notificatLDns from noti-
fications of changes in stocks, etc. of titles alreaLy on file. As
the volume of the data bank grows, these back-checkiLg routins will
become more and mereimportant, and mechanical routi-c_es must there-
fore .0e introduced right from the start.

Admf,nistrative savings through production of the Acc=ssion Catalogue
b_ADP

Considerable difficulties are involved in making economic compari-
sons between manual routines for a given type of work and the cor-
responding computerised routines. There is normally no complete
picture available of the actual costs of either the manual or pro-
posed computerised methods - the latter often spring unpleasant
surprises in this respect during the Introductory period - and auto-
mation often brings with it such extensive changes in the objectives
of the field of work in question and in its results that the com-
parison ts made between systems which are 72;,t directly comparable.
This is very much the case with regard to library work.

Investigations conducted by the Committee and the National Office for
Administrative Rationalisation and Economy suggest that the costs of
an ADP-produced ALB and production by existing manual methods are
so nearly equal that, in view of the many elements of uncertainty
such as lack of methOd studies and lack of information on the costs
of advanced computerised typesetting, it is impossible to determine
which alternative works out cheapest. At present, the costs aount to
Skr. 5.18 per notification to the AKN; with the proposed future
system, this figure is expected to drop to Skr. 4.38 partly as a
result of improved methods of back-checking. The cor72esponding cost
for the MARC I project was Skr. 8.18. Over a five-year period the
ADP system can be expected to save approx. man-years of work, i.e.

man-years per year. This saving, albeit a useful one in view of
the shortage of qualified personnel, is offset by the capital cost
of equipment for the ADP system. 16
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ThE _eet important gain achieved by a chegeovcr from manual to auto-eate' -thods of producing the AKB lies de the field of improved ser-vicei e7eis will be of tremendous cconomi e,ignificeelce to the ratio-nalisaeeon of research work and thus ind: ectl, to the community atlarge. new literature will be listed wit. 1 a 7w months of notifi-ation, instead of with a time-lag measui 1 in:ears as is the casewith the present AKB; the syst4matic arrement will permit activescanning of the literature ir a way that, impossible at the presenttine; and the automated systel will permie selective distribution ofinformation to research workers and ineti etions, en improved nation--wide loan service, and progress towards tee direct-acoession methodsthat in a not-too-distant future will her._d th definitve break-through of the "information society".

ADP in the research library of the future

The information explosion, generated by th- accelerated growth of
education, reseerch and demand for informs ion in every field of
social endeavour and illustrated by the dol. ling of the corpus ofliterature in less than 20 years, the ever more differentiated ap-plication of data-bearing media, and the difficulties of coping withand utilising stored information, has been parallelled by the ex-pansion of ADP techniques which offer a means of controlling and re-covering all this information. The advance of technology is pro-ducing computers capable of working at ever higher speeds with ca-pacious memories and low storage costs, and in a decade or so itwill be technically possible to master the flood of information ina way that will be quite revolutionary and indeed hard to conceivefrom our present-day point of view. The greatest progress in ADP
techniques has been made in the faeld of automatf,d documentation,bat ADP systems for catalogue production and other aspects of
library work are also currently being planned or already in opera-tion.

The aim of continued ADP development in the Swedish ii t' y worldshould be to set up a joint data processing centre linked to ter-minls in the major research librari6s, which would form the nexusesof a national library network. Catalogue data 'would be fed inthrough these terminals to the central data bank, which could thusproduce all Accession Catalogue publicaticels as well as individual
catalogues in book or card-file folf.1 for a_l subscribing first-tier
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and second-tier libraries plus special bibliographical lists of any
type required, e.g. for SDI. Conversion of the data bank to direct-
-acceSs memory will greatly facilitate the actual process of cata-
loguing; direct dialogue between the cataloguer and the data proces-
sing centre via terminal and keyboard-equipped display screen will
increase both the speed and accuracy of cataloguing and updating of
the national data bank. Even when this is achieved, however, some
form of central control of the. work will still be necessary.

A system for converting the var_Lous products of the Swedish National
Biography into machine-readable form will be worked out as soon as
circumstances permit. The gains in administrative efficiency result-
ing from this will be substantial: each title need only be catalogued
once, and the national bibliographic data bank can supply all the in-
formation needed by libraries, publishing houses and the wholesale
and retail book trade. Hew items from Sweden can be taped once a weekfor the exchange scheme mentioned below between bibliographical
centres in different countries or linguistic areas. It is planned to
intrOduce a system Of Swedish Standard Book Numbers to facilitate com-
puter processing of catalogue information concerning Swedish litera-ture..

The efforts towards national and international co-ordination which aremaking themselves felt to an ever-increasing degree in the fields of
bibliography and.catalogue coMpilation will necessitate the adoption
of uniform rules for both descriptive and real cataloguing, as well
as of compatible systems for automatic data processing. This applies
particularly to the 'construction of the data.framework, which is
being modelled on the Library of Congress MARC II project. It will
be possible in the not-too-distant future, With the help of taped
bib;eliOgraphical information arranged ,according to. the MARC, systems
and with 'entries coded by SBN or other fuolproof means of identifi-cation obtained from the national bibliogra'phical centres of the
major linguistic areas, to compile data banks Of foreign literaturela Sweden from which catalogue data can be extracted without the
normal time7oonsuming process of cataloguing. Zweden must of course
also contribute actively to' the international pool of machine-readable
bibliographical information thus established..Collaboration in this
field between the different sectors of the Swedish library world
(general and specialised scientific libraries and public libraries)must be further reinforced.

18
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As we have said, the adaptation of ADP aids to library work has pro-ceeded farthest in the areas of catalogue production and bibliography,
where the development of national data banks and an international ex-change of catalogue information between bibliographical centres are
immediate and decisive goals. When these aims have been realised, asthey may be during the first half of the seventies, the groundworkwill have been laid for total integration between these routines and
other library activities. The catalogue entry is the key informationunit in all this work. A network of terminals from library regions
round about the country to the national data processing centre, which
in turn will be in on-line communication with the bibliographical
data bank and the central records of purchases, borrowing statistics
end population, will make it possible to exercise central control
over accessions and borrowings, both regional and national, and thus
over national planning of the supply and distribution of foreign
literature, which will result in efficient, economical utilisation of
the national funds available for these purposes. It will be possibleto offer central service facilities in the form of reliatle facts onwhich to base regional purchasing decisions and of checks on print-ers, deliveries, handling of periodicals and borrowing. The organisa-
tion envisaged here, aiming as it does at administrative rationalisa-tion and integration, must of course be built UD gradually in a series
of stages, the implementation of each stage being preceded by
thorough systematic analyses,'experiments and consideration of the
economic factories involved. In Sweden there appear to be exceptional-ly good prospects of developing ADP systems for accession and borrow-
ing control that can be integrated with the bibliographical routines.

The bibliographical system, with ite comprehensive and flexible data
framework modelled on AAR() II and its successors in various countries,also opens the way to future integration with newly designed docu-
mentation systems; a collected SDI can thus provide both abstracts,
bibliographical titles and particulars of location concerning the
literature with which these systems are concerned. In a slightly more
distalet ftiture one can discern a general nation-wide and world-wide
information network in which the entire body of human knowledge willbe available to everyman by home television, telephone or teletype,
with information retrival, news services and education integrated in-to a single global system.

19
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Conclusions and recommendations

The work of the Committee has differed from that of a normal study
group by virtue of its heavy concentration on the Teractical aspects
of library catalogue work, the present status of which is the main
theme of this report. The present report is not the final one; we
expect to issue a third report after a planned study trip to Great
Britain and West Germany. After that, we, propose that the work be
reorganised to mke effective use of the experience of Committee
members during the coming phases of development.

We propose that the present methods, scope and financing of the con-
ventionally edited AKB and the ADP-produced AKN series be retained
and changed up to and including the 1970 volumes. Subsequently to
these, several lines of development can be pursued:

1, The ADP-produced AKh series can be expanded to cover the entire
AK field. A new series, ANN-Per, listing changes in library stocks
of periodicals, can be produced during 1971, and the revised AKN
series covering literature in book form can also be started in the
same year. Collected AKB and AKP catalogues can then be compiled as
required. The new systems that will be adopted feature a data frame-
work compatible with that of the MARC systems and magnetic-tape-
-controlled typesetting that will permit a high standard of typo-
graphy in the offset-printed catalogues. This production will call
for a temporary expansion of personnel during the 1971-73 period,
when manual production of the AKB up to and including the 1970 volume
will still be going on side by side with the current AKN series. The
system will also require a more extensive organisation; investigation
and implementation of the requirements in this respect should be put
in hand as soon as possible.

2. An organisation equipped to receive and utilise machine-readable
catalogue information from the national bibliographical centres of
other countries and the MARC data bank compiled from this informatión
mnst be net up with an expanding capacity to match the availability
of such information. Although the only sure source at present is the
USA, data of this nature will evenThally be aVailable from the United
Kingdom and the Federal Republic c Germany as well.

3. The ultimate aim of further development should be total integratior
of the routines of the Swedish library services I. a single system. To

20-
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this end a national library data processing centre is proposed, with
terminals connecting it to libraries all over the country. By checking
with bibliographical data banks, purchasing records, borrowing records
and statistical records this centre could keep track of accessions,
cataloguings and borrowings of books and periodicals, which would
greatly reduce the volume of routine manual work in individual
libraries, permit swift and sure scanning and location of wanted
literature, and furnish detailed information on existing requirements
that could be of immense value to planning our nationel supply of
literature from abroad. such a eystem would demand sophisticated on-
-line methods with advanced terminal equipment and high-capacity
direct-access memories. Thp necessary technology already exists for
the most part and is still in process of rapid development, and there
are therefore excellent prospects that these methods can soon be
applied to library work.

This model, then, implies total and simultaneous integration of all
Swedish research libraries,a national model which to date has no
counterpart elsewhere. A key feature of the project is the catalogue
scheme based on the MARC systems,which ensures the compatibility of
the Swedish model with international systems, the development of which
must be followed throughout with the closest attention.

4. Simultaneously with the development of data banks for foreign
literature and associated integrated ADP techniques, a corresponding
system must be developed for the purpose of presenting the products
of the Swedish National Bibliography in machine-readable form. The
establishment of Swedish Standard Book Numbers and uniform codes for
periodicals will play an important part in this effort. Our country
must also participate in the international pooling of national
machine-readable bibliographical data; these methods, moreover, offer
substantial possibilities for administrative rationalisation, especi-
ally in connectiOn with the compilation of Central Catalogue products
and collaboration between the Swedish research library and public
library services.

The establishment and subsequent operation of the automated routines
referred to here will demand specialised training of both librarians
and computermen at all levels, as knowledge from both fields is es-
sential to the successful development and implementation of com-
puterised routines in the library services. 2or purposes of method
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development, operation of the proposed data processing centre and
training of the necessary qualified personnel, the Committee recoil-
mends that an independent institution for data processing in libra-
ries bet set up on the West German model.


